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a b s t r a c t

Radial glia serve as the resident neural stem cells in the embryonic vertebrate nervous system, and their
proliferation must be tightly regulated to generate the correct number of neuronal and glial cell progeny
in the neural tube. During a forward genetic screen, we recently identified a zebrafish mutant in the kif11
loci that displayed a significant increase in radial glial cell bodies at the ventricular zone of the spinal
cord. Kif11, also known as Eg5, is a kinesin-related, plus-end directed motor protein responsible for
stabilizing and separating the bipolar mitotic spindle. We show here that Gfapþ radial glial cells express
kif11 in the ventricular zone and floor plate. Loss of Kif11 by mutation or pharmacological inhibition
with S-trityl-L-cysteine (STLC) results in monoastral spindle formation in radial glial cells, which is
characteristic of mitotic arrest. We show that M-phase radial glia accumulate over time at the ventricular
zone in kif11 mutants and STLC treated embryos. Mathematical modeling of the radial glial accumulation
in kif11 mutants not only confirmed an �226� delay in mitotic exit (likely a mitotic arrest), but also
predicted two modes of increased cell death. These modeling predictions were supported by an increase
in the apoptosis marker, anti-activated Caspase-3, which was also found to be inversely proportional to a
decrease in cell proliferation. In addition, treatment with STLC at different stages of neural development
uncovered two critical periods that most significantly require Kif11 function for stem cell progression
through mitosis. We also show that loss of Kif11 function causes specific reductions in oligodendroglia
and secondary interneurons and motorneurons, suggesting these later born populations require proper
radial glia division. Despite these alterations to cell cycle dynamics, survival, and neurogenesis, we
document unchanged cell densities within the neural tube in kif11mutants, suggesting that a mechanism
of compensatory regulation may exist to maintain overall proportions in the neural tube. We propose a
model in which Kif11 normally functions during mitotic spindle formation to facilitate the progression of
radial glia through mitosis, which leads to the maturation of progeny into specific secondary neuronal
and glial lineages in the developing neural tube.

& 2014 Published by Elsevier Inc.

Introduction

Neurogenesis relies on precise cell cycle control of stem cell
and progenitor cell proliferation mediated through an array of
extrinsic and intrinsic molecular mechanisms (Demir et al., 2009;
Sommer and Rao, 2002; Takahashi et al., 1995). During neurulation
in mammals, or cavitation of the neural rod in teleosts, prolifera-
tive stem cell populations are established within the ventricular

zone positioned about the midline of the developing neural tube
(Ciruna et al., 2006; Copp et al., 2003; Watters, 2006). Pseudos-
tratified neuroepithelial cells serve as the first neural stem cell
population undergoing several rounds of symmetrical cell divi-
sions to equally amplify cell populations on the two halves of the
central nervous system (CNS) (Hollyday, 2001; Kriegstein and
Alvarez-Buylla, 2009; Tawk et al., 2007). Later, neuroepithelial
cells undergo asymmetric divisions that contribute to the first
stages of neurogenesis, as well as transform into radial glial cells
that serve as the neural stem cell population throughout life in
zebrafish, but only until postnatal development in mammals
(Grandel and Brand, 2013; Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009;
Suter et al., 2009).
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Radial glia retain the bipolar morphology of their neuroepithelial
predecessors; however, unlike neuroepithelial cells, radial glia
express Glial fibrillary acidic protein (Gfap), which is an intermedi-
ate filament protein and the most common and comprehensive
marker for astroglial cells (Bignami and Dahl, 1977; Zhang, 2001). As
neuroepithelial and radial glial cells progress through the cell cycle
they demonstrate interkinetic nuclear migration, in which the
nucleus translocates to the luminal surface where mitosis is
performed (Alexandre et al., 2010; Gotz and Huttner, 2005; Leung
et al., 2011). Importantly, radial glial cells function as self-renewing
stem cells that possess both neurogenic and gliogenic potential
(Malatesta et al., 2000; Noctor et al., 2002; and reviewed in Ihrie
and Alvarez-Buylla, 2008; Pinto and Gotz, 2007). In zebrafish, it has
been suggested that radial glia give rise to motorneurons and
oligodendrocytes through the creation of a common progenitor cell
population called oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) (Kim
et al., 2008). Under the influence of external signaling systems such
as the Notch and Hedgehog pathways, OPCs contribute to the
creation of oligodendrocytes and both primary and secondary
motorneurons (Huang et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2008; Park et al.,
2002, 2004; Shin et al., 2007). Much still remains to be discovered
about the mechanisms controlling radial glial proliferation and the
neuronal and glial cell lineages radial glia create.

The zebrafish, Danio rerio, has emerged as a powerful genetic
model system for the study of cell cycle control during vertebrate
neurogenesis. Mutant loss of function analyses have uncovered
essential cell cycle genes that range from regulating cell division
throughout the embryo (futile cycle, Dekens et al., 2003;
crash&burn, Shepard et al., 2005; cassiopeia, Pfaff et al., 2007) to
more neural restricted control (curly fry, Song et al., 2004; cug2,
Kim et al., 2011). Recently, we took part in a screen of zebrafish
mutants that were originally isolated during a forward genetic
insertional mutagenesis screen (Amsterdam et al., 2004), and
identified a class of genes necessary for the proper number and
patterning of radial glial cells in the spinal cord (Barresi et al.,
2010). An allele of the kinesin family member 11 gene (kif11hi3112a)
displayed a dramatic increase in the number of radial glial somas
throughout the spinal cord (Barresi et al., 2010). Whether this
increase was due to changes in radial glial proliferation rates,
defects in the mechanisms of cell division, or impairments in
proper interkinetic nuclear migration remained to be investigated.

Kif11, also known as Eg5 (Bim-C class of kinesins), is a plus-end
directed heterotetrameric motor protein capable of simultaneously
moving along two microtubules (Kapitein et al., 2005; Krzysiak et al.,
2008; Sawin and Mitchison, 1995; Valentine et al., 2006a, 2006b).
Eg5 has been shown to be directly associate with the anti-parallel,
interpole microtubules of the mitotic spindle and generate the
necessary bipolar forces to push centrosomes away from one another
(Uzbekov et al., 1999; Valentine et al., 2006a). In support of this
proposed function for Kif11/Eg5, pharmacological inhibition of Eg5 in
Xenopus egg cultures causes mitotic arrest by preventing chromo-
some segregation through the reduction of the bipolar spindle into a
monopolar or monoaster spindle (Cochran et al., 2005; Gartner et al.,
2005; Gruber et al., 2005; Kapoor et al., 2000; Mayer et al., 1999;
Miyamoto et al., 2004; Muller et al., 2007; Sarli and Giannis, 2006).
eg5 is expressed in the mouse blastula and eg5 knock-out mice die
prior to gastrulation, which demonstrates that Eg5 is required for
early cleavage events in the mouse (Castillo and Justice, 2007;
Chauviere et al., 2008; Ferhat et al., 1998). Unfortunately, the early
lethality of eg5 knock-out mice makes it impossible to investigate the
in vivo role of kif11/eg5 during the later developmental events of
embryogenesis and beyond.

In this study, we characterized the in vivo role of the kinesin
motor protein Kif11, and defined a specific role for Kif11 in early
neural stem cell division and neurogenesis in the zebrafish spinal
cord. Loss of Kif11 caused the progressive accumulation of

mitotically arrested radial glial somas at the ventricular zone of
the spinal cord. We experimentally supported the predictions
made by mathematical modeling that severely delayed mitotic
exit, reduced cell cycle entry, and increased programmed cell
death are all critical factors that influence Kif11-dependent radial
glial proliferation. Using loss of Kif11 as a method for indirect
lineage analysis, we showed specific reductions in secondary
neuronal cell types and maturing oligodendroglial cells. We
propose that kif11 plays a critical role in facilitating the separation
of the mitotic spindle in radial glia, which has both direct and
indirect implications for proper neurogenesis in the developing
zebrafish neural tube.

Methods

Zebrafish

Zebrafish were maintained according to Smith College Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and Association for
Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (AAA-
LAC) regulations. Adult fish experienced a 12 h light-dark cycle,
maintained at �28 1C, and fed a daily diet of live brine shrimp and
Gemma Micro (GM) 300 dry mix (Skretting/Bio-Oregon). Embryos
were maintained at a constant temperature of 28.5 1C in E3
embryo medium according to highly accepted procedures for
zebrafish care (Westerfield, 2007; Zebrafish International Resource
Center, ZIRC). Lines utilized in this study were kif11hi3112a (pro-
vided by N. Hopkins, MIT), AB (wild type) (provided by C.
Lawrence, Harvard University), Tg(gfap:EGFP) (provided by P.
Raymond, University of Michigan), Tg(olig2:EGFP) (provided by B.
Appel, University of Colorado), Tg(gata2:EGFP) (provided by S. Lin,
UCLA), and Tg(mnx1:EGFP) (obtained from ZIRC).

To identify kif11 mutants, head tissue from labeled kif11hi3112a

embryos were digested overnight in Proteinase K in TE and
genotyped using the Multiplex PCR Kit (Qiagen). The following
primers were used: forward 50–GCA GCC ACT CAC TTT TAA AGT
ATG AC-30, reverse 50–GTG CAG TCC TAA CTA TTG AGT -30, and viral
reverse 50–TCA GTT CGC TTC TCG CTT C-30.

For RT-PCR analysis, kif11hi3112a embryos were staged to 48 hpf
and anesthetized in 4.2% Tricaine methanesulfonate (Argent Che-
mical Laboratories, MS-222) in E3 (Westerfield, 2007). Tail tissue
was preserved in RNAlater (Qiagen, cat. no: 1017980) at �20 1C,
while remaining tissue was digested overnight in 10 mg/mL
Proteinase K in TE and processed for embryonic genotyping.
Corresponding tail tissue was then processed for RNA isolation
and RNA cleanup as previously described (Peterson and Freeman,
2009). RNA cleanup and cDNA synthesis were performed using the
Qiagen RNEasy Protect Mini Kit (cat. no. 74124) and the Qiagen
QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (cat. no. 205311) respectively
per manufacturer instruction and as described (Peterson and
Freeman, 2009). PCR on cDNA was performed using the following
kif11 primers: forward 50-GGT CTA CTC TTA AGC AAG ATC GGC-30

and reverse 50-CTT CAA TTT GTT TGG CAG AAG GGC-30. β-actin was
used as a control: forward 50-TGG TAT TGT GAT GGA CTC TGG-30

and reverse 50-AGC ACT GTG TTG GCA TAC AGG-30.

Pharmacological inhibition of Kif11

S-trityl-L-cysteine (MP Biomedicals), Dimethylenastron (Alexis
Biochemicals), and Monastrol (Tocris Bioscience) were each dissolved
to 100 mM in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Fisher Scientific) and
further diluted to 10 μM, 100 μM, 0.5 mM, 0.625 mM, 0.75 mM,
0.875 mM, and 1.0 mM in embryo medium (E3). Experimental
Kif11 inhibitor and vehicle control (DMSO) embryos were treated
at 5 hpf and incubated at 28.5 1C until desired age.
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In situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry

Whole mount and fluorescent in situ hybridizations were con-
ducted on 27 hpf wild type AB, Tg(gfap:EGFP), and Tg(olig2:EGFP)
embryos using the cb1 probe conjugated to kif11 (eg5) mRNA (ZIRC)
using published protocols (Jowett, 1997; Thisse and Thisse, 2008).

Whole mount immunohistochemistry was conducted as pre-
viously described (Barresi et al., 2010) with some modifications. To
study neuronal populations (anti-GABA and anti-Islet-1), embryos
were fixed in 4% formaldehyde, 0.05% glutaraldehyde, 5 mM EGTA,
5 mM MgSO4, 0.1% Triton-X in Phosphate buffer (PB) for 1 h
(Dekens et al., 2003). All other antibody labeling was conducted
in embryos fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Ted Pella) in PB for 2 h
at room temperature or overnight at 4C. The following primary
antibodies were used: rabbit anti-goldfish GFAP (1:400, gener-
ously donated by Dr. Samuel Nona), mouse anti-acetylated Tubulin
(1:800, Sigma), mouse anti-Zrf1 (1:4, ZIRC), mouse anti-
phosphohistone H3 (1:1000, Cell Signaling), mouse anti-Islet-1
(39.4D5, 1:200, DSHB), rabbit anti-GABA (1:1000, Sigma), mouse
anti-α-Tubulin (1:500, Sigma), mouse anti-BrdU (G3G4, 5 μg/mL,
DSHB), and rabbit anti-active Caspase-3 (1:500, BD Pharmingen).
Tissue sections were obtained at 14 mm thickness with a Leica
cryostat and processed for labeling per (Devoto et al., 1996). DNA
was visualized in sectioned tissue with Hoescht stain (1:30,000,
Invitrogen). Imaging was conducted using structural illumination
with the AxioImager Z1 equipped with ApoTome (Zeiss). Z-stacks
were collected at an optical slice thickness of 0.53 mm at 400�
magnification and 0.31 mm at 630� magnification for all whole
mounts and all sections respectively.

S-phase labeling with BrdU

Embryos were treated with 5-bromo-20-deoxyuridine (BrdU) as
previously described (Kim et al., 2011; Shepard et al., 2004) with
slight modifications. Manually dechorionated kif11hi3112a embryos
were incubated in E3 medium on ice for 5 min and then incubated
in 10 mM BrdU (Sigma, catalog no: B9285) in 15% DMSO/E3
medium for 20 min on ice. Embryos were then fixed using 4%
paraformaldehyde for 2 h at room temperature. BrdU detection
was performed using anti-G3G4 (anti-BrdU, 5 μg/mL, DSHB) as
described (Shepard et al., 2004).

Mathematical modeling

To further investigate the difference in the cell division process
occurring in wild-type neural tubes as compared with the kif11
mutants, we built and analyzed ordinary differential equation
models consisting of three dynamic variables reflecting the num-
ber of radial glia cells at different stages of the cell cycle:

� G(t), the number of quiescent (non-dividing) radial glial cells at
time t,

� S(t), the number of radial glia in S-phase at time t, and
� M(t), the population of radial glial cells undergoing mitosis at

time t.

The starting model, built to reflect the dynamics for the wild-type
population, is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4A with the exclusion
of the cell death variable (D(t)) used to evaluate kif11 mutant cell
dynamics. Resulting parameter values are presented in Table 1.

The following underlying assumptions were used in construct-
ing the model:

1. We assume that, starting from tinit¼10 hpf to an ending time tend
hpf, neuroepithelial cells generate radial glial cells at a linearly
decreasing rate of the form Rin(1�t/tend ) during that period. At
tinit, the rate of generation of glial cells is at its highest value,
Rin(1�tinit/tend), and then begins to decrease, reaching zero at tend.
We assume prior to tinit¼10 hpf, the neuroepithelial population
builds up and reaches its peak at 10 hpf. The neuroepithelial
population then began to decrease by differentiating after 10 hpf,
which marks the first signs of any gfap expression (Bernardos
and Raymond, 2006). In our model after tend, we assume most
(if not all) neuroepithelial cells have differentiated and do not
continue to generate radial glia.

2. In radial glial cells, the cell division process occurs with fixed
constant rates. That is, each radial glial cell completes each
stage of the cell cycle in a fixed period of time. The following
rates used were based on previous measurements of neural
stem cell cycle progression in the zebrafish hindbrain (Leung
et al., 2011):

ks ¼
1

time spent in G1
� 1
90 min

� 0:667=h

km ¼ 1
time spent in S and G2

� 1
350 min

� 0:171=h

kout ¼ 1
time to complete mitosis

� 1
25 min

� 2:4=h

3. Following a cell division, the two resulting daughter cells can
turn into progenitor cells or radial glial cells. We assume that
asymmetric division occurs with probability p, and symmetric
differentiation (producing two progenitor cells) occurs with
probability q. The remainder of the time, symmetric renewal
can also occur (with two radial glial cells produced) with
probability 1�p�q.

Based on these assumptions, the dynamics of the cell popula-
tions follow the differential equations:

dG
dt

¼ Rin 1� t
tend

� �
�ksGþϕUkoutM;

dS
dt

¼ ksG�kmS;

dM
dt

¼ kmS�koutM;

Table 1
Parameter values characterizing radial glia division in wild-type.

Parameter Definition Values 95% intervaln

Rin Maximum numbers of radial glial generated by the neuroephithelial 49.93 cells/h 47.86–52.01
ϕ Average number of daughter cells that remains as glial cells 0.182 0.140–0.223
tend Time at which neuroepithelial are fully differentiated 46.15 hpf 44.55–47.75
ks Rate of entry into S-phase 0.667/h
km Rate of glia entry into M-phase 0.171/h
kout Rate of exit from mitosis 2.4/h

n 95% confident intervals are given for parameter values obtained from data-fitting.
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where ϕ¼ ½2�ðpþ2qÞ�, reflecting the average number of daughter
cells (from a radial glial division) that either continue the genera-
tion of radial glial cells or become progenitor cells. The value of ϕ
is restricted between 0 and 2. When 0rϕo1, most daughter cells
turn into progenitors. Full asymmetric division corresponds to
ϕ¼ 1, and if ϕ41, most daughter cells remains as radial glial cells.

Unknown parameter values for this model are obtained by data
fitting. The best-fit parameter set, p¼ fRin; ϕ; tendg; is obtained in
the least-square sense. That is, given a data set consisting of the
number of mitotic radial glial cells at different time points, (ti, mi),
the following objective function is minimized:

FðpÞ ¼∑iðMðti; pÞ�miÞ2;
where Mðti; pÞ is obtained by solving the differential equations
above at time ti using the parameter values p. The least-square
problem is numerically solved using a standard constrained
optimization package (specifically fmincon in MATLAB). The para-
meter values are constrained to be positive with further restriction
of 0oϕo 2; and tend4tinit (as discussed above). We also per-
formed bootstrapping to obtain the 95% confidence interval for
each parameter values. The 100 data sets were generated by
sampling from the Gfap and PH3 double positive raw data
presented in Fig. 2I. For each data set, constrained least-square
optimization was performed; each final parameter value was
obtained by taking the mean and the 95% confidence interval
was computed.

We performed the same procedure to analyze the kif11� /�

data. We first assumed that the mutation causes a delay in mitotic
exit, which was done by decreasing the value of the mitosis exit
rate kout. All other parameter values are assumed to remain the
same during the acquisition of these models. In addition, we
further tested the possibility of changes in the rate of cell death
(both Model Variant 1 and 2) and entry into the cell cycle (only
Model Variant 1) as important parameters influencing the number
of cells seen in kif11 mutants. To account for potential increases in
apoptosis of cells following mitotic arrest only (Fig. 4A), we added
an additional term to the equation for M(t):

dM
dt

¼ kmS�koutM�kdeathM;

and a variable D(t), representing the turnover of the population of
dying/dead cells

dD
dt

¼ kdeathM�kclearD:

Here we assumed that a single dead cell is cleared within 3 h
(kclear¼1/3 h¼0.33/h), which is based on live cell recordings of

apoptotic induced cell death in radial glial cells within the
�48 hpf spinal cord (Bashiruddin and Barresi, unpublished
observations).

In Model Variant 1, we also evaluated potential reductions in
the proliferation rate for radial glia. To do this we allowed the
possibility that the G1 phase might be lengthened (reducing the
value of ks). Data-fitting was performed to find the best-fit value
for all parameters (Table 2).

kif11 Model Variant 2 was designed to analyze whether the
kif11� /� data could be explained by delayed mitotic exit with
increased cell death occurring at all stages of the cell cycle
(Fig. 6A), however this model lacks any slowing of cell cycle entry.
To account for additional cell death occurring at G-phase, S-phase,
and M-phase, the following terms were added to this model:

dG
dt

¼ Rin 1� t
tend

� �
�ksGþϕ:koutM�kdeath1G;

dS
dt

¼ ksG�kmS�kdeath1S;

dM
dt

¼ kmS�koutM�kdeath2M;

dD
dt

¼ kdeath1ðGþSÞþkdeath2M�kclearD:

Here kdeath2 corresponds to the death rate due to mitotic arrests
while kdeath1 represents the death rate due to other processes (e.g.
cell cycle check points or toxicity-induced-death from neighboring
apoptotic cells). Data-fitting was again performed to find the best-
fit value for all parameters under Model Variant 2 (Table 3).

Imaging, quantification and statistics

All neural tube imaging were performed between somite regions
9 and 13. Images for glial proliferation were focused on the
ventricular zone, which was captured by an average of 55 optical
sections (0.53 mm per slice) centered on the midline acquired from a
lateral view of the neural tube. Data for neuronal populations, BrdUþ
nuclei, and activated Caspase-3þ cells were derived from a lateral
view of the full Z-stack of the neural tube. Blind cell counts of 3-
dimensional Z-stacks and/or maximum intensity projections were
conducted manually using the Adobe Photoshop counting tool.
Gfapþ somas were identified by their characteristic spherical shape,
and secondarily confirmed with colocalization with PH3 and/or
Hoechst labeling depending on the experiment. Specific neurons in
anti-GABAþ and anti-ISLþ populations were identified by location
along the D/V axis, soma size, and axon trajectory (Appel and Chitnis,
2002; Appel and Eisen, 1998; Bernhardt et al., 1992; Lewis and Eisen,
2003; Song et al., 2004). Oligodendrocyte progenitor cells visualized

Table 2
Best-fit parameter values for kif11 data under Model Variant 1: mitotic exit delay leading to cell death and reduced cell cycle entry.

Parameter WT Values kif11� /� Values Parameter WT values kif11� /� values kif11� /� 95% interval

Rin 49.93 49.93 cells/h ks 0.667/h 0.0731/h 0.0667–0.0794
ϕ 0.182 0.182 kout 2.4/h 0.1562/h 0.1400–0.1724
tend 46.15 hpf 46.15 hpf kdeath 0 0.0261/h 0.0163–0.0359
km 0.171/h 0.171/h kclear – 0.33/h –

Table 3
Best-fit parameter values for kif11 data under Model Variant 2: mitotic exit delay leading to two modes of cell death and no change in cell cycle entry.

Parameter WT values kif11� /� values Parameter WT values kif11� /� values 95% interval

Rin 49.93 cells/h 49.93 cells/h kout 2.4/h 0.0106/h 0.0086–0.0127
ϕ 0.182 0.182 kdeath1 0 0.4372/h 0.4244–0.4499
tend 46.15 hpf 46.15 hpf kdeath2 0 0.009/h 0.0071–0.0108
ks 0.667/h 0.667/h kclear � 0.33/h
km 0.171/h 0.171/h
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with Tg(olig2:EGFP) transgenic embryos were counted at different
stages of their development; immature OPCs in the ventral column of
the spinal cord showed extensive overlapping GFP expression, there-
fore they were only counted as either double labeled for PH3 or triple
labeled with PH3 and Gfap. However, once a Tg(olig2:EGFP) GFPþ
cell had begun to emerge from the ventral column and become
positioned more dorsally we counted these as “migratory OPCs”. All
values obtained were conveyed as the mean7standard error of the
mean. Significance of the results was reported using two-tailed t-
tests assuming equal variance at an alpha level of 0.05.

Results

kif11 is expressed by radial glial cells and is required for the correct
number of luminal localized radial glial somas.

As part of a large screen of insertional mutants, we identified
kif11hi3112a to be in a class of genes required for proper radial
glial development in the zebrafish spinal cord (Barresi et al., 2010).
Expanding on our previous characterization, homozygous
kif11hi3112a mutants exhibited an eight-fold increase in the number
of Gfapþ radial glial somas that were all concentrated at the luminal
surface of the ventricular zone (Fig. 1A–E; wt avg.¼10.870.54,
n¼40; kif11� /� avg.¼81.174.34, n¼24, po0.0001). Quantification
of the total number of nuclei in neural tube cross sections at three
different axial positions showed no statistically significant difference
between kif11hi3112a mutants and wild type siblings (Fig. 1E; wt
avg.¼58.474.89, n¼11; kif11� /� avg.¼58.276.85, n¼19, p40.88),
suggesting that the increase in Gfapþ somas in kif11hi3112a mutants is
not the result of an increase in the number of cells in the neural tube.

The two recessive alleles of the kif11 mutant, kif11hi486 and
kif11hi3112a, contain viral insertions within the second intron, and
the kif11hi486 loci has been shown result in a 90% reduction in kif11
gene expression (Golling et al., 2002). Similarly, reverse transcrip-
tase (RT) PCR analysis of 48 hpf kif11hi3112a homozygous mutants
displayed a severe reduction in kif11 transcripts as compared with
their wild type siblings (Fig. 1F). This suggests that while the kif11
alleles do not cause null mutations, they do represent a significant
knock-down of kif11 transcript that results in embryonic lethality
by 5 dpf (Amsterdam et al., 2004, our own observations). All
analyses of the kif11 mutation throughout this study were per-
formed on the kif11hi3112a allele.

We hypothesized that if any residual Kif11 activity remained in
the kif11 mutant, then additional methods to knock down its
function would result in more severe phenotypes. We tested the
efficacy of three known pharmacological inhibitors of Eg5 on
zebrafish: Monastrol, dimethylenastron (DME), and S-trityl-L-
cysteine (STLC) (DeBonis et al., 2004; Gartner et al., 2005;
Kapoor et al., 2000; Kozielski et al., 2008; Mayer et al., 1999;
Muller et al., 2007). Comprehensive dose response analysis in wild
type (AB) embryos revealed that a concentration of 0.875 mM
STLC yielded maximal effects that phenocopied the mutant and
did not cause any additional gross morphological malformations to
the neural tube (Supplementary Fig. S1A–K). Using STLC as a
working pharmacological inhibitor in zebrafish, we next tested if
the remaining kif11 transcript in kif11 mutants (Fig. 1F) contributes
to radial glial development. Homozygous kif11þ /þ wild type,
heterozygous kif11þ /� siblings, and homozygous kif11� /� mutants
treated with 0.875 mM STLC from 5 hpf to 30 hpf showed the
same increase in the number of Gfapþ somas as kif11 � /� mutants
treated with the DMSO vehicle control, and importantly, no
statistically significant difference was seen between any of the
treated groups (Supplementary Fig. S1L). This result confirmed
that homozygous kif11� /� mutants represent a phenotypically
null mutation and that heterozygous genotypes possess no

phenotypic consequence. Lastly, while we did determine through
RT-PCR that kif11 is maternally expressed from the one-cell-stage
and retained throughout embryogenesis (data not shown), lack of
phenotypic change following STLC treatment in kif11 mutants also
demonstrates that there is little to no compensation from these
maternal contributions on the radial glial population.

We further investigated the role Kif11 plays in radial glial
development by examining the pattern of kif11 transcript expres-
sion throughout the embryonic CNS. Whole-mount in situ hybri-
dization on wild type (AB) tissue revealed concentrated kif11
expression throughout the ventricular zone of the brain and spinal
cord extending from the roofplate to the floorplate at 27 hpf
(Fig. 1G–J, arrows). kif11 expression was also detected outside
the nervous system in the eye and ventral portions of the trunk
(Fig. 1H–J). Fluorescent in situ hybridization of kif11 expression
showed higher levels of expression in the dorsal two-thirds of the
neural tube, but was consistently detected throughout the ven-
tricular zone and floorplate (Fig. 1J, inset; K, inset). kif11 transcript
was detected in radial glial cells as determined by overlapping
expression with Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) positive cells in
Tg(gfap:EGFP) transgenic embryos (Fig. 1K–M).

Loss of kif11 causes an accumulation of M-phase arrested radial glia
over time

In kif11 mutants, the increase in the number of Gfapþ somas at
the luminal surface was seen without a change in overall number of
nuclei at 30 hpf, which suggested that the proportion of radial glia
attempting division may be altered in kif11 mutants. We labeled
kif11 siblings for the M-phase marker anti-Phosphohistone H3
(PH3) and anti-Gfap to determine if Gfapþ radial glial somas were
actively undergoing mitosis at any time throughout embryonic
neurogenesis (Pfaff et al., 2007; Shepard et al., 2005). Between the
ages of 15 and 72 hpf, a majority of Gfapþ somas in wild type
siblings and nearly all in kif11 mutants were positive for PH3 (wt
mean, 83.5%; kif11� /� mean, 98.9%; Fig. 2A,E insets). These results
suggest that with our labeling method, most Gfapþ somas assayed
were undergoing mitosis in both wild type and kif11 mutants. It is
important to note that while the anti-Gfap antibodies we are using
label all astroglial processes, we only observed subcellular expres-
sion within the cell body during the process of division (Figs. 2 and
3). Such a change in Gfap protein localization within a dividing cell
has been described for cells in culture, in which the phosphoryla-
tion state of Gfap can influence its differential positioning at the
cleavage furrow (Inagaki et al., 1994; Yasui et al., 1998; reviewed in
Middeldorp and Hol, 2011).

Quantitative analysis of the mitotic index in kif11 wild type and
mutant siblings showed different patterns of M-phase cells over
time. The number of M-phase radial glia recorded in wild type
siblings remained constant at approximately 10 cells between 15 hpf
and 36 hpf, after which mitotically active cells declined gradually to
near zero by 72 hpf (Fig. 2A–D, I, hatched black line, J, white and grey
bars). In contrast, kif11 mutants showed significantly more Gfapþ
cells in M-phase at 15 hpf (wt avg.¼11.1670.72, n¼13; kif11� /�

avg.¼27.8373.23, n¼23, po0.0001) that increased steadily at an
average rate of 16 cells per hour (Fig. 2E–H, I, red line, J, black and
hatched bars) until 48 hpf, which was followed by a dramatic drop in
the number of PH3þ radial glia and total PH3þ cells (Fig. 2I,J).
Additionally, there were a significant percentage of PH3þ nuclei that
did not co-express Gfap, which were consistently present in both
wild type and kif11 mutants at all ages examined (wt avg.¼55.5%;
kif11� /� avg.¼29.2%).

Since Kif11/Eg5 has a known role in mitotic spindle function, we
next sought to determine if the accumulation of M-phase radial
glia in kif11 mutants was due to a mechanistic failure of mitotic
spindle separation. We labeled kif11 siblings for anti-α-Tubulin and
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anti-Gfap to visualize spindle morphology in radial glial cells
(Fig. 3). Wild type spindle morphologies were unperturbed, show-
ing microtubule arrangements consistent with metaphase, ana-
phase or telophase (Fig. 3A–D; not all spindle morphologies

shown). In contrast, kif11 mutants showed Gfapþ cell somas
exhibiting a single monoastral spindle phenotype (Fig. 3E–H).
Previous cell culture studies using Eg5 specific pharmacological
inhibitors have shown similar monoaster spindle formation that

Fig. 1. Characterization of kif11 expression in radial glia and its effect on radial glial soma localization. (A–D) kif11 siblings were grown to 30 hpf and labeled for radial glia
(Gfap) and acetylated Tubulin (AT) to identify glial and axon defects. In wild type siblings a small population of Gfapþ radial glial somas can be visualized at the luminal
surface in a maximum intensity projection of optical sections along the parasagittal plane that encompass the ventricular zone (A) as well as in cross section of the neural
tube (B). An increase in the number of radial glial somas can be seen the neural tube of kif11� /� mutants (C,D). (E) Quantification of Gfapþ somas counted from maximum
intensity projections of parasagittal optical slices within the neural tube and the total number of nuclei in transverse cross sections of the neural tube showed an 8-fold
increase in the number of Gfapþ cell bodies in kif11� /� mutants, but no change in the number of total nuclei between siblings. (F) RT-PCR analysis of kif11 expression
between pooled wild type/heterozygote siblings and kif11� /� at 48 hpf. β-actin was used as a loading control. (G–M) Wild type kif11 mRNA was present throughout the
forebrain (G, lateral; H, dorsal) and trunk (I, J–M) at 27 hpf, concentrated at the luminal surface of the VZ (J,K) and into the floor plate (J,K, insets). (K–M) Fluorescent kif11
detection (K) within a Tg(gfap:EGFP) embryo (L) shows that kif11 mRNA is present down the length of the ventricular zone and colocalizes with cells expressing GFP
associated with the lumen of the VZ (M).
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results in mitotic arrest (DeBonis et al., 2004; Kapoor et al., 2000;
Muller et al., 2007; Valensin et al., 2009). To confirm that our
previous pharmacological inhibition assay also results in monoaster
spindle formation in radial glia, vehicle control and STLC treated
wild type (AB) embryos were also assayed for anti-alpha-Tubulin
and anti-Gfap. Similar to kif11 mutants, STLC treated wild type
embryos displayed a single monoastral spindle phenotype within
Gfapþ cells as compared to the unaffected spindles of DMSO
control treated embryos (Fig. 3I–P). These data indicate that the
loss of Kif11 causes defective mitotic spindle formation, which
potentially leads to mitotic arrest and the accumulation of radial
glial somas at the ventricular zone.

Mathematical modeling reveals kif11-dependent changes in cell cycle
rate and cell survival

We next employed mathematical modeling to theoretically test
whether accumulation of mitotically arrested cells alone can fully
account for the number of radial glial somas we have quantified, or
predict whether additional parameters of cell division are also
impacted by the loss of kif11. We generated a differential equations
model for radial glial cell division that considered several influen-
cing parameters: the radial glial generating potential of neuroe-
pithelial cells over time Rin(t), non-dividing radial glial cells G(t),
and radial glial cells in S-phase S(t) or in mitosis M(t) (Fig. 4A).
Performing data-fitting on this model yielded a close fit to the wild
type raw data with robust parameter estimation as indicated by
the 95% confidence interval (Fig. 4B; Table 1). According to our

model, the resulting best-fit parameter values indicated that
neuroepithelial proliferation ends after �48 hpf. In addition,
radial glial cell division is dominated by differentiation, such that
only 9% (�0.18/2) of daughter cells remain as radial glial cells
while the rest become progenitors.

We next applied this mathematical model towards testing
whether simple mitotic arrest alone could account for the appar-
ent accumulation of M-phase radial glia in kif11 mutants (Fig. 2).
When manipulating kout to simulate a full mitotic arrest or a 5� or
10� delay in the rate of mitotic exit (decrease in kout), accumula-
tion alone does not fit the quantification seen in kif11 mutants
(Fig. 4C). Rather our model predicted that a greater number of
radial glial cells should be present at each time point for accumu-
lation alone to be valid (Fig. 4C), suggesting that additional
parameters are impacting the dynamics (number and/or rate) of
radial glia in mitosis.

It is known that cells arrested in mitosis for a prolonged period
of time can trigger apoptosis (Kozielski et al., 2008; Marcus et al.,
2005); therefore, we next evaluated a constant rate of cell death
for cells that are in the mitotic phase of the cell cycle (kdeathM). The
population of apoptotic cells, D(t), is assumed to be cleared within
a time-scale of 3 h (kclear) in the embryonic spinal cord (Bashir-
uddin and Barresi, unpublished observations). Taking these two
processes into account, we then varied the values of kout to achieve
a 5� , 10� , or 20� delay in mitosis exit and kdeath to reflect cells
dying at a rate of either 10% or 50% per hour (Fig. 4D). Simulating
an increase in cell death caused the number of cells to decrease,
however this resulted in a poor fit to the kif11 mutant data at later

Fig. 2. Loss of kif11 causes an accumulation of radial glia in mitosis. (A–H) Lateral views of kif11� /� sibling neural tubes fixed at timepoints throughout neurogenesis and
labeled for radial glia (Gfap), Phosphohistone H3 (PH3) and acetylated Tubulin (AT). Within all siblings, most Gfapþ cells labeled with our antibody were PH3þ , indicating
these cells were actively proliferating at the time of fixation (A,E insets). At all time points assayed, there were significantly more Gfapþ/PH3þ cells in kif11� /� embryos
compared with wild type siblings (E–H, quantified in I, asterisks), as well as more PH3þ nuclei (J, shaded and black bars). No change in the number of Gfapþ cells was seen
between 20–25 hpf and 36–48 hpf within kif11� /� (I, brackets). Of all proliferating cells (J), it was noted that an unidentified population (PH3þ , Gfap�) is also kif11
dependent in both wild type and kif11� /� neural tubes. Error bars delineate the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate a statistical significance (t-test, two tailed,
assuming equal variances, po0.05).
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time points. Further investigation by varying these two para-
meters (kout and kdeath) never produced an accurate fit to the
kif11 mutant data (Fig. 4D). Increasing the delay of mitotic exit by
10� (decreasing kout) did increase the number of cells that
produced a better fit to the kif11 mutant data at earlier time
points as opposed to only a 5� delay, but this simulation still
poorly fit the later time points. An even longer delay in mitotic exit
(20� ) paired with either a 10% or 20% cell death of radial glia
improved the fit to the kif11 mutant M-phase radial glial data at
the later time points yet worsened the fit for the earlier data
points. These results allow us to conclude that delays in mitosis
exit and subsequent cell death cannot fully explain the experi-
mental data.

We next considered whether reducing the proliferation rate of
radial glia in addition to mitotic exit delay and cell death would
best fit the M-phase radial population captured in kif11 mutants.
To theoretically test this we simulated a lengthening of the G1-
phase of the cell cycle (reducing the value of ks) and performed
data-fitting to find the best-fit value for the parameters kout, kdeath,
and km (Table 2). This model, called Model Variant 1, predicted that
the radial glial population has an approximate 9� lengthening of
the G1-phase of the cell cycle to obtain a well aligned fit of M(t) to
the kif11 mutant data. This slower rate of cell cycle entry was

obtained as a best fit together with an average �15� longer stay
in M-phase and �2% of those cells in mitosis undergoing cell
death per hour (Fig. 4E).

Our mathematical Model Variant 1 suggested that the accu-
mulated M-phase radial glia in the kif11 mutant was the combined
result of cell death, delayed cell cycle entry, and significant mitotic
exit delay. To biologically verify these predictions, we first quanti-
fied the number of cells undergoing apoptosis in the neural tube
through anti-activated Caspase-3 labeling. Increased cell death
was detected at 15 hpf in the neural tube of kif11 mutants as
compared with wild type siblings (wt avg.¼2.1570.9, n¼20;
kif11� /� avg.¼15.475.9, n¼16, po0.05) and the number of
apoptotic cells significantly increased by 20 hpf to a level that
remained relatively constant throughout the time course
(1.3370.54, n¼48; kif11� /� avg.¼54.6976.75, n¼29, po0.001;
Fig. 5A,B,E). To determine if loss of kif11 causes a delay in cell cycle
entry, we next assayed the number of cells entering S-phase
through BrdU pulse-fix labeling. kif11 siblings were briefly exposed
to BrdU at different developmental stages and fixed immediately
after treatment to capture all cells in the neural tube undergoing
DNA replication at that stage. Quantification of BrdU incorporation
at 15 hpf, 20 hpf, 25 hpf, 30 hpf and 36 hpf revealed that cells in
the neural tube of kif11 mutants did not show any change at 15 hpf

Fig. 3. Loss of Kif11 causes monoaster spindle formation in radial glial cells during division. kif11 siblings and wild type embryos treated with either STLC or DMSO control
from 5 to 30 hpf were labeled for radial glia (Gfap), microtubules (α-Tubulin) (microtubules), and histones (Hoechst stain) to identify mitotic spindle phenotypes. (A) kif11
wild type siblings and (I) vehicle control (DMSO) treated embryos exhibit normal spindles in M-phase (enlarged in B–D and J–L, respectively) while (E) kif11� /� mutants and
(M) STLC treated embryos display monoastral spindles characteristic of mitotic arrest (enlarged in F–H and N–P, respectively). White dots designate presumptive locations of
centrosomes. For greater clarity Hoechst is displayed as a greyscale image in the enlargements (D, H, L, P).
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(wt avg.¼186.3 cells77.6, n¼15; kif11� /� , avg. 181.5 cells76.0.
n¼15; p¼0.62), but did show an approximately 24% reduction at
each later time point as compared with wild type siblings (pooled
averages for 20–36 hpf: wt avg.¼214.6 cells, n¼57; kif11� /�

avg.¼163.8 cells, n¼58; po0.0001; Fig. 5C–E). As predicted by
our mathematical model, these results confirm that cell cycle
entry and apoptosis are parameters also affected by the loss of
kif11.

Mitotic arrest and progressive cell death determine cell number in
kif11 neural tubes

If our mathematical model is accurately capturing all the
parameters of neural stem cell division, then the quantitative
measures of BrdU incorporation and apoptosis should be compar-
able to the representative trends of S(t) and D(t) respectively in
this model. Comparing to the wild type BrdU data, S(t) matches
the temporal dynamics of the data, but is approximately 20% lower
in magnitude (Supplementary Fig. S2A). A lower value is to be
expected, since the collected data represents the total number of
cells in S-phase at a given time post-fertilization, whereas our
model is only considering radial glial cells in division. Performing
the same comparison for the kif11 mutant yielded outputs from
Model Variant 1 that failed to capture many aspects of the new
experimental measurements of BrdU incorporation and cell death.
First, the dynamics of S(t) were too slow as compared with the
BrdU data collected in kif11 mutants; such that, a peak was
obtained approximately 20 h later than that observed in the raw
BrdU data set (Supplementary Fig. S2B). Second, the level of cell
death D(t) obtained was also far too low in comparison to the
counted number of apoptotic cells in the kif11 mutant over time
(Supplementary Fig. S2C). Although we successfully performed

data-fitting for M(t) using Model Variant 1, we dispensed this
model and sought to incorporate other critical factors to be
incorporated into the mathematical model.

By examining the difference in the number of BrdU positive
cells and apoptotic cells between wild type and kif11 mutants, we
observed that the number of cells in the mutant positive for
activated Caspase-3 is similar to the number of cells that should be
experiencing S-phase according to the wild type data (Fig. 5E;
means¼45.7 act. Caspase-3þ cells in kif11� /� – wt and 41.6
BrdUþ cells in wt � kif11� /�). Moreover, the trend of these
difference curves suggested an inverse relationship between cell
death and proliferation; such that, a peak in cell death is followed
by a subsequent drop in BrdU incorporation and later observed
drops in cell death were similarly followed by relative increases in
BrdU incorporation (Fig. 5F). This data analysis suggests that the
presumed mitotic arrest-induced cell death may progressively
establish an unhealthy environment in the neural tube, which
results in more extensive cell death at all stages of the cell cycle
that could in turn influence the rate or number of cells actively
proliferating.

Previously, we found using Model Variant 1 that the level of cell
death is far too low in comparison to the observed experimental
data (only 2% of mitotic radial glia undergo apoptosis per hour in
Model Variant 1). To theoretically test whether cell death occur-
ring at all stages of the cell cycle could better represent the
dynamics of radial glial cell division in kif11 mutants we generated
Model Variant 2 for best fit analysis (Fig. 6A). In Model Variant 2,
we divided cell death parameters into kdeath1 and kdeath2, which
represent the cell death due to a potentially toxic environment
and due to mitotic arrest respectively (Fig. 6A). kdeath1 occurs
during the G1 and S-phases of the cell cycle while kdeath2 is during
M-phase. To focus on the impact of cell death as a driving force, no

Fig. 4. Mathematical Model Variant 1 predicts arrested mitosis, cell death, and reduced entry into the cell cycle in kif11� /� mutants. (A) Schematic of radial glial cell division
through mitosis under Model Variant 1. Assumed changes in kif11� /� are shown in blue. Parameter values and their definition are listed in Tables 1 (for wild-type) and 2
(for kif11� /�). (B) Best-fit simulation result from the mathematical model showing the dynamics of M-phase radial glia in wild type. (C) Mathematical model testing whether
simple accumulation of the number of wild type PH3 positive radial glia can account for the number of mitotic radial glia in kif11� /� mutants. Simulation results fail to
capture kif11� /� data with complete mitotic arrest or a 5� or 10� delay in mitosis exit. (D) Mathematical model testing the combined effects of a 5� , 10� , or 20� delay
in mitosis exit with 0%, 10% or 50% cell death occurring in M-phase cells. Mitosis exit delay and cell death alone also fail to capture the full dynamics of kif11� /� data.
(E) Mathematical modeling of mitosis exit delay with cell death and reduced entry into S-phase achieves a good fit to the kif11� /� M-phase radial glial data. (B–E) Raw data is
displayed as dashed lines while data fitting curves are represented as solid lines.
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delays in cell cycle entry were factored into this Model Variant 2.
As before, we performed data-fitting on M(t) to find the best-fit
value for the following parameters: kout, kdeath, and kdeath2, as listed
in Table 3. Data fitting for M(t) using Model Variant 2 obtained a
close fit to the kif11 mutant mitotic radial glial data (Fig. 6B).
Importantly this model yielded outputs that were more closely
aligned to the BrdU and activated Caspase-3 data for both wild
type and kif11 mutants (Fig. 6C–E) as compared with the simula-
tions obtained using Model Variant 1. Specifically, Model Variant
2 showed improved S(t) temporal correspondence with the BrdU
data, however it was still significantly lower in magnitude
(Fig. 6E). Similarly, D(t) obtained from Model Variant 2 was now
well aligned with the cell death data in both magnitude and
temporal correspondence from 15 to 36 hpf; however, the result-
ing D(t) curve failed to capture an observed secondary peak in cell
death at 48 hpf (Fig. 6C). While Model Variant 2 does not
completely capture all aspects seen in all the raw data collected,
simulations obtained using best-fit parameter values suggest that
a near mitotic arrest of radial glial cells paired with two rates of
cell death during the different phases of the cell cycle are sufficient
to explain most of the dynamics witnessed in the kif11 mutant.

Cell density is maintained in kif11 mutants

Due to the cell death and changes in cell cycle dynamics seen
in kif11 mutants, we revisited our earlier observation that the
total number of cells in the neural tube remains unchanged
between kif11 siblings at 30 hpf (Fig. 1E). We extended this data
by quantifying the total cell density of the neural tube over time
in wild type and kif11 mutants. Similar to our previous results,
the average number of total nuclei was not statistically different
between wild type and kif11 mutants with the exception of
slight decreases at 25 hpf and 48 hpf in kif11 mutants (Supple-
mentary Fig. S3A,B). At no time was the area of the neural tube
significantly different (Supplementary Fig. S3A,C). Importantly,
the calculated cell densities (cells/mm2) within wild type and
kif11 mutant neural tubes showed remarkably little variation
from 15 hpf to 72 hpf (Supplementary Fig. S3D). Although, due
to the significant differences seen in the total number of nuclei
at 25 hpf and 48 hpf, their corresponding cell densities recorded
as statistically different. However, from a biological perspective,
the unchanged nature of nuclei number, area, and resulting
density in kif11 mutants paired with the similar proportions and

Fig. 5. kif11mutants have inversely proportional changes to the number of cells dying and proliferating. (A,B) Lateral view of the 25 hpf neural tube labeled for anti-activated
Caspase-3 (green) and anti-Gfap (red) antibodies in wild type (A) and kif11� /� mutants (B). (C,D) Lateral view of the 25 hpf neural tube labeled for anti-BrdU (green) and
anti-Gfap (red) antibodies in wild type (C) and kif11� /� (D). (E) Quantification of cell death (dashed lines) and BrdU incorporation (solid lines). Anti-activated Caspase-3
labeling was increased in kif11� /� mutants from 15 hpf to 72 hpf (E, dashed blue line), whereas the number of cells in S-phase was reduced from 20 hpf to 36 hpf in kif11� /�

mutants (E, solid black line) as compared with wild type embryos (black lines). (F) Graphical representation of the difference between the number of cells dying (dashed line)
or BrdU positive (solid line) between kif11 siblings.
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Fig. 6. Mathematical Model Variant 2 predicts arrested mitosis and two modes of cell death drive the number of M-phase radial glia in kif11� /� mutants. Assumed changes
impacting kif11� /� are shown in blue. (A) Schematic of radial glial cell division through mitosis under Model Variant 2. (B) Mathematical modeling of significant mitosis exit
delay with cell death occurring at all stages of the cell cycle achieves a good fit to the kif11� /� M-phase radial glial data. (C) Application of the radial glial cell division
mathematical Model Variant 2 for data fitting of total cell counts for anti-Activated Caspase 3 positive cells in kif11� /� mutants. (D, E) Application of the radial glial cell
division mathematical Model Variant 2 for data fitting of total cell counts for BrdU incorporation in wild type (D) and kif11� /� (E). (B–E) Raw data is displayed as dashed lines
while data fitting curves are represented as solid lines.
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behavioral trends of BrdU incorporation and cell death over
time (Fig. 5F) implies there is a tight level of compensatory
regulation between these processes to maintain overall propor-
tions in the neural tube.

Kif11 has two temporal phases of mitotic influence

A steady increase in the number of M-phase radial glia in
kif11 mutants suggests Kif11 may exhibit a temporally consistent
influence over neurogenesis. To test if there were temporal
changes in the requirement of Kif11 for the radial glial popula-
tion, we treated wild type (AB) embryos with 0.875 mM STLC or
DMSO starting at different ages (5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 hpf;
Fig. 7A). Embryos remained in their treatment until 30 hpf and
were immunolabeled for anti-Gfap and anti-PH3 to assay for
mitotic radial glia. No change in the number of M-phase radial
glia was seen across vehicle control treated embryos (Fig. 7B–D,
H, white and grey bars). In contrast, all ages treated with STLC
prior to 25 hpf displayed dramatic increases in the number of
M-phase radial glia with respect to their controls (Fig. 7E–G, H,
hatched and black bars; po0.0001). Comparison of experimen-
tal groups indicated they were also statistically significant to
each other with the exception of 10 and 15 hpf, where no
significant change in the number of PH3þ cells alone
(p¼0.88) or double labeled with Gfap in the soma (p¼0.5)
was seen (Fig. 7H, bracket). The difference in mitotic index
between 5 and 10 hpf indicated that an average of 46.7 PH3þ
cells had accumulated (cells per laterally imaged neural tube
between somites 9 and 13), 65.2% of which were co-expressing
Gfap (7H). A similar increase in the mitotic index of on average
43.7 PH3þ cells was additionally recorded between 15 and
20 hpf, 85.8% of which were co-labeled for Gfap. The number of
mitotic cells continued to increase between 20 and 25 hpf, yet at
a reduced amount compared with earlier time periods
(13.81 PH3þ; 9.31 Gfapþ). Given the assumption in these
calculations that no PH3þ cells are progressing though mitosis,
these data suggest that Kif11 is not required between 10 and
15 hpf but does play a significant role in cell division of neural
stem cells during an early phase (5–10 hpf) and a later phase
(15–25 hpf).

Loss of Kif11 causes reductions in secondary interneurons and
motorneurons

Arresting key progenitor populations in mitosis could have
severe consequences for the proper generation of neuronal and
glial cell fates during neurogenesis. We hypothesized that Kif11
deficient embryos could be used as a novel tool to determine
which neuronal and glial cell types may rely specifically on Kif11-
dependent radial glia as their stem cell population. To determine
whether any neuronal populations in the spinal cord were affected
following loss of Kif11, we labeled for interneurons, sensory and
motor neurons using anti-GABA and anti-Islet-1 (Isl) antibodies
(Appel and Eisen, 1998; Bernhardt et al., 1992; Myers et al., 1986;
Park et al., 2004). GABA labeling within vehicle control and wild
type kif11 siblings identified four classes of interneurons (dorsal
longitudinal ascending (DoLA), commissural secondary ascending
(CoSA), ventral longitudinal descending (VeLD), and Kolmer–
Agduhr (KA)) with distinct dorsoventral domains throughout the
neural tube (Fig. 8A,E; Appel and Eisen, 1998; Bernhardt et al.,
1992); however, certain interneuron populations showed unique
phenotypes following loss of Kif11 function at 30 hpf (Fig. 8B,F).
Specifically, both kif11 mutants and STLC treated embryos dis-
played a disorganized CoSA interneuron domain, along with VeLD
and KA interneurons that frequently exhibited aberrant, dorsally
growing axonal pathfinding errors (Fig. 8B,F, arrowheads). Quan-
titative analysis of the total number of GABAþ interneurons
showed a 22% decrease in kif11 mutants (wt avg.¼53.0270.95,
n¼43; kif11� /� avg.¼41.371.04, n¼37; po0.0001) and a 28%
decrease in STLC treated embryos (DMSO avg.¼55.8170.86;
n¼43; STLC avg.¼40.0271.21, n¼41; po0.0001; Fig. 8I). Quan-
tification of specific GABAþ interneuronal cell types revealed a
clear and specific reduction of CoSA interneurons in kif11 mutants
(kif11� /� avg.¼13.4170.68; po0.0001) and STLC treated
embryos (STLC avg.¼12.2770.88; po0.0001) as compared with
their respective controls (wt avg.¼23.1970.58; DMSO
avg.¼25.8470.57) (Fig. 8I). These results suggest that the sig-
nificant loss of CoSA interneurons nearly accounts for the total
number of GABAergic interneurons lost in kif11 mutants or STLC
treated embryos. Importantly, analysis of GABAþ immunolabeling
over time from 24 hpf to 36 hpf in kif11 mutants and STLC treated

Fig. 7. Kif11 function is most required during two distinct periods for proper cell division. (A) Schematic illustrating time of exposure to S-trityl-L-cysteine (STLC) or vehicle
control (dimethyl sulfoxide) and duration of treatment between groups. (B–G) Lateral views of post-treatment embryos labeled for radial glia (Gfap), Ph3 and AT. (H) In all
test groups, there were significantly more Gfapþ/Ph3þ and Gfap�/Ph3þ cells in STLC treated embryos (E–G) compared with their controls (B–D) at 5–30 hpf, 10–30 hpf,
15–30 hpf, 20–30 hpf, and 25–30 hpf. Error bars delineate the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate a statistical significance (t-test, two tailed, assuming equal
variances, po0.05).
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embryos revealed a consistent deficit in the CoSA population of
interneurons relative to wild type and control embryos (Fig. 8J),
while DoLA, VeLD, and KA showed no significant reduction in
number over this same time span (Supplementary Fig. S4). The
lack of a phenotype or change in number over time in these other
interneuronal populations provides confidence that the CoSA cell
reductions (and other phenotypes described here) are specific and
not due to any general developmental delay.

Islet-1 labeling at 30 hpf in wild type sibling or DMSO control
treated embryos clearly distinguishes dorsally positioned Rohon
Beard sensory neurons (wt avg.¼24.970.69, n¼32; DMSO
avg.¼22.4970.56, n¼35) from the more ventrally positioned
motor neuron (MN) populations (wt avg.¼67.4776.45; DMSO
avg.¼78.9172.56) (Fig. 8C,G; Song et al., 2004). These neuronal
populations were both present in 30 hpf kif11 mutants and STLC
treated embryos (Fig. 8D, H); however, while the number of
Rohon Beard sensory neurons was largely unaffected (kif11� /�

avg.¼26.171.16, n¼25, p40.29; STLC avg.¼20.570.96, n¼26,
p40.06), Islþ motorneurons were significantly decreased by 23%
in kif11 mutants (kif11� /� avg.¼52.1674.13, po0.01) and 45% in
STLC treated embryos (STLC avg.¼43.6572.32, po0.0001)
(Fig. 8I). Because the Islet-1 antibody cannot differentiate between
primary and secondary motorneurons (Appel et al., 1995;
Hutchinson and Eisen, 2006), we therefore treated Tg(mnx1:GFP)
and Tg(gata2:EGFP) embryos with STLC starting at 5 hpf (Fig. 9).
Examination of Tg(mnx1:GFP) transgenic embryos at early somito-
genesis stages can show the formation of primary motorneurons
over time (Flanagan-Steet et al., 2005, Seredick et al., 2012).
Treatment of Tg(mnx1:GFP) transgenic embryos with STLC from
5 hpf to 18, 24 or 30 hpf did not reveal any qualitative loss in

primary motorneurons (Fig. 9A–F). In contrast, gata2 drives
expression of GFP in secondary motorneurons and a small popula-
tion of interneurons at 48 hpf (Meng et al., 1997). A severe
reduction in gata2 driven expression of GFP positive cells (58%
loss) was detected in the spinal cords of 5–48 hpf STLC treated
embryos relative to DMSO treated control embryos (DMSO
avg.¼186.6274.05, n¼34; STLC avg.¼78.5275.16, n¼25;
po0.0001; Fig. 9G–I). These results suggest that secondary
motorneurons, as opposed to primary motorneurons, are most
affected following loss of Kif11-dependent radial glial division.

Kif11 Is necessary for the development of radial glial derived
oligodendrocytes

To determine whether Kif11 mediated radial glial division is
necessary for different stages of oligodendrocyte development,
Tg(olig2:EGFP) embryos were treated with 0.875 mM STLC at 5 hpf
and remained in treatment until fixation at 24 hpf (initiation of
olig2 expression), 36 hpf (specification of OPCs), or 72 hpf (oligo-
dendrocyte maturation and axon myelination) (Kirby et al., 2006;
Shin et al., 2003) (Fig. 10). At 24 hpf there was no change to the
pattern or number of GFP expressing cells in the ventral OPC layer
between treatment groups (p40.33; Fig. 10A,E,I); however, the
number of dorsally migrating OPCs in the 5–36 hpf treatment
group was reduced compared with controls (DMSO avg.¼18.937
1.24, n¼33; STLC avg.¼7.1770.88, n¼23; po0.0001; Fig. 10B,F,I).
This trend was consistent in the 5–72 hpf treatment group (DMSO
avg.¼14.9371.32, n¼23; STLC avg.¼8.5471.15, n¼19; po0.0001;
Fig. 10C,G,I) with no statistically significant difference seen in the
reduction of dorsal migrating OPCs between the 5–36 hpf and

Fig. 8. Kif11 is required for motorneurons and CoSA interneurons. Wild type/vehicle control (A,C,E,G) and kif11� /�/STLC treated embryos (B,D,F,H) were labeled for anti-
GABA (A,B,E,F) to label distinct DoLA, CoSA, VeLD, and KA interneurons (denoted D,C,V, and K, respectively), as well as anti-ISL (C,D,G,H) to label Rohon Beard sensory
neurons and motor neurons (denoted R and M, respectively). Decreases in GABAþ cell populations as well as axon pathfinding errors were found in Kif11 deficient embryos
as compared with controls (asterisks in B and F label cell body, arrowheads mark axon trajectory). (I) Quantification of neuronal populations identified decreases specifically
in CoSA and MN populations within Kif11 deficient embryos (asterisks, po0.05) as compared with controls. (J) Time course analysis of GABAþ cell types at 24 hpf, 30 hpf
and 36 hpf shows a consistent number of GABAþ cells both lost and retained over time in kif11 mutants and STLC treated embryos.
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5–72 hpf treatment groups (Fig. 10I; p40.98). Importantly, some
GFPþ cells exhibited morphologies characteristic of cell death
(Fig. 10G, arrowhead), and the presence of these irregular GFPþ cells

increased with each older treatment group. We confirmed that these
irregular GFPþ cells co-express anti-activated Caspase-3 in Tg(olig2:
EGFP) embryos treated with STLC from 5 to 72 hpf, indicating these

Fig. 9. Kif11 is required for secondary motorneurons but not primary motorneurons. (A–F) Visualization of primary motorneuron development in somite 11 over time using
the Tg(mnx1:GFP) transgenic line. No difference in the formation of primary motorneurons was observed in STLC treated Tg(mnx1:GFP) transgenic embryos (D–F) as
compared to control DMSO treated embryos (A–C). (G,H) Lateral view of the neural tube of Tg(gata2:EGFP) transgenic embryos at 48 hpf to assess secondary motorneurons in
control DMSO treated (G) or STLC treated transgenic embryos from 5 to 48 hpf (H). (I) A significant decrease in GFPþ neurons was seen in STLC treated Tg(gata2:EGFP)
embryos. Error bars delineate the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate a statistical significance (t-test, two tailed, assuming equal variances, po0.05).

Fig. 10. Kif11 is required for oligodendrocyte development. Lateral views of Tg(olig2:EGFP) embryos treated with either vehicle control (A–D) or STLC (E–H) at 5hpf and fixed
at time points critical for oligodendrocyte development (5–24 hpf, 5–36 hpf, 5–72 hpf, and 24–72 hpf). Dorsal migrating OPCs (white asterisks) were present in control
embryos older than 24 hpf (B–D), which were significantly reduced in STLC treated groups (F–H, quantified in I, black asterisks p40.05), except when treated from 24 to
72 hpf (no statistical significance from the vehicle control, p40.51). Irregular GFPþ fragments (G arrowhead) co-labeled with anti-Activated Caspase-3 (G, inset, red
fluorescence) indicative of cell death. (J) kif11 mRNA detection within 27 hpf Tg(olig2:EGFP) embryos indicated that a small portion of olig2 cells associated with the
ventricular zone colocalize with kif11 expression (J inset, arrowheads). Triple-labeled (GFPþ , Ph3þ , Gfapþ) cells were identified in most control and treatment groups
(A,E brackets; insets are maximum intensity projection of extracted Z-stack series in A,E; quantified in K), and were significantly increased in all STLC treated groups
(K, asterisks). Error bars delineate the standard error of the mean. Asterisks indicate a statistical significance (t-test, two tailed, assuming equal variances, po0.05).
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cells are undergoing apoptosis (Fig. 10G, inset). These irregularly
shaped cells were not included in the above quantification of migrat-
ing OPCs. Lastly, Tg(olig2:EGFP) embryos were also treated with STLC
from 24 to 72 hpf to discern whether changes in the Olig2þ
populations were the result of a requirement for Kif11 function after
olig2 expression and OPC specification (Kirby et al., 2006; Park et al.,
2007; Shin et al., 2003). No difference in the number of migrating
OPCs was seen following a 24–72 hpf STLC treatment (Fig. 8D,H,I).
These data suggest that the loss of early Kif11 function causes
significant reductions in migrating OPCs and oligodendrocytes.

To determine how Kif11 may be influencing oligodendroglial
development, we performed whole mount in situ hybridization for
kif11 in 30 hpf Tg(olig2:EGFP) embryos. We detected a subset of GFPþ
cells expressing kif11 transcript that were restricted to the luminal
surface (Fig. 10J, inset), which is consistent with the location of
proliferating progenitor populations (Kirby et al., 2006; Park et al.,
2007; Shin et al., 2003). Assays for anti-Gfap and anti-PH3 antibody
expression in STLC treated Tg(olig2:EGFP) embryos revealed that nearly
all mitotic olig2:EGFPþ cells were also Gfapþ (Fig. 10A,E inset; full
qualitative data not shown; K, grey and black bars). Furthermore,
while no difference in the OPC migratory pattern was seen at 24 hpf,
there was a significant increase in the number of mitotic OPCs in this
STLC treatment group (DMSO avg.¼3.4170.27, n¼27; STLC
avg.¼9.5570.26, n¼18; po0.0001; Fig. 10K). The number of M-
phase OPCs increased greater than 2-fold in the 5–36 hpf treatment
group compared with the 5–24 hpf treatment group (DMSO
avg.¼5.5870.45; STLC avg.¼23.6570.4; po0.0001; Fig. 10K). While

the longest treatment period of 5–72 hpf still showed significant
increases in the number of M-phase OPCs as compared with DMSO
treated controls (DMSO avg.¼0.12570.13; STLC avg.¼12.1870.13;
po0.0001), this increase was not statistically significant from the 5–
24 hpf treatment group (p40.2). Lastly, while no defects were
detected in oligodendrocyte differentiation in the 24–72 hpf STLC
treatment group (Fig. 7D,H,K), there was still a substantial increase
in the number of M-phase OPCs (DMSO avg.¼0.0970.05, n¼40;
STLC avg.¼5.2270.01, n¼37; po0.0001; Fig. 10K). This temporal
manipulation of Kif11 lends support to a radial glial origin for OPCs,
and suggests that OPCs require Kif11 for proper maturation into
oligodendrocytes.

Discussion

In this study, we explored the role of the kinesin motor protein
Kif11 in mediating radial glial cell division and the impact its loss
may have on neurogenesis during the development of the zebra-
fish spinal cord. We present a model whereby Kif11 functions to
mediate spindle pole separation in radial glial cells of the devel-
oping neural tube. Loss of Kif11 function causes mitotic arrest in
radial glial cells leading to increases in cell death and subsequent
reductions in cell proliferation (Fig. 11A). In addition, there are
indirect lineage consequences resulting from mitotically arrested
radial glia that support a specific dependence on radial glial origin
by later-born secondary motorneurons, CoSA interneurons, and

Fig. 11. Model of the role Kif11 plays in neural stem cell division and neurogenesis. (A) Illustration of one half of the neural tube depicting the consequences of a loss of kif11
to neural stem cell division. Neuroepithelial cells (orange) transition into radial glial cells (orange/red) that undergo division at the ventricular surface to generate progenitor
cells (yellow) and/or additional radial glia (red). Upon loss of kif11, radial glia cells arrest in mitosis (lower red cell with monoaster spindle), which leads to increases in cell
death (red apoptotic cell exhibiting cell blebbing). We propose that cell death is progressively initiated in cells at all stages of the cell cycle as opposed to cells just arrested in
mitosis (three arrows). Moreover we propose that the consequential loss of cells by apoptosis will show reductions in the number of cells entering S-phase; however, we
cannot rule out that negative feedback on neighboring parental stem cell populations signals a slow down in cell cycle entry (dashed inhibitory lines). (B) Examination of
neuronal and glial cell fates in kif11� /� mutants provides an indirect method of lineage tracing from radial glial cells. Along the left side of this illustrated spinal cord shows
the cell types that require Kif11 function, and therefore likely possess radial glial origins. Cell types that were patterned normally in the absence of functional Kif11 are
illustrated along the right side of this spinal cord, and thus likely are not derived from radial glia.
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oligodendrocytes (Fig. 11B). Lastly, despite all the changes in cell
cycle dynamics, cell numbers and cell survival, the appropriate cell
density within the neural tube is maintained over the course of
neurogenesis, which suggests the presence of a currently uniden-
tified mechanism of compensatory regulation. This investigation
demonstrates a clear cell biological role for Kif11 in the division of
stem cell populations in vivo during neural development, and it
has revealed the presence of a remarkably robust mechanism to
maintain size and cell densities in the neural tube.

Mathematical modeling of neurogenesis

We employed mathematical modeling to help identify and
better understand the cellular and developmental processes
potentially impacted by the loss of kif11. We constructed a
mathematical model that only tracks changes in the population
of radial glia at different stages of the cell cycle. The models were
built to test out the most probable, biologically relevant effects of
kif11 mutations, namely changes in proliferation and mitotic arrest
that may then lead to cell death. However, due to a lack of existing
and completely applicable quantitative measures related to neu-
rogenesis in zebrafish, our models are currently constructed in the
most simplistic form. Limitations of the current model include a
coarse representation of the temporal changes in the neuroepithe-
lial population (represented as a linear decrease from 10 hpf).
Additionally, stem and progenitor cell renewal and differentiation
may variably change over time, and these temporal changes to the
division types and differentiation of radial glia and their progeny
over time is not represented in our model. Despite these and likely
other potential limitations, comparison between the output of the
mathematical model in its current simplified form and the
experimental data has already revealed that mitotic arrest,
toxicity-induced cell death, and reduced cell cycle entry are
possible additional effects of a loss of Kif11 function. Incorporating
a more realistic neuroepithelial and radial glia maturation as well
as testing out different feedback mechanisms for the regulation of
cell proliferation and differentiation form a promising future
direction.

Kif11 is required for radial glial cell progression through mitosis

Our analysis of Kif11 function in the developing zebrafish
nervous system provides in vivo confirmation of past cell culture
studies to dissect Eg5 function in cell division and it also reveals
broader implications of the role this kinesin plays in neurogenesis.
Plus-end directed, tetrameric kinesins exert forces that slide
interpole microtubules toward the centrosomes, which contribute
to spindle pole and chromosome separation (Sawin and Mitchison,
1990, 1991; Sawin et al., 1992). Loss of Eg5 function in cultured
Xenopus oocytes and human cancer cells causes monoaster
spindle formation leading to mitotic arrest in these cells (Kapoor
et al., 2000; Miyamoto et al., 2004; Sawin and Mitchison, 1995).
We show that in fact radial glial cells display similar monoaster
spindles at the ventricular zone in kif11mutants (Fig. 3). Therefore,
we propose that as a radial glial cell enters the cell cycle its
nucleus migrates to the ventricular zone where the mitotic spindle
collapses inward forming a monoaster microtubule morphology
during M-phase. This disruption of radial glial mitotic spindles
causes significant delays in exiting mitosis, which likely represents
a full mitotic arrest in these cells leading to the progressive
accumulation of radial glial somas at the ventricular zone
over time.

The kif11 zebrafish mutant offers a unique tool to assay radial
glial development throughout embryonic neurogenesis. Eg5
knock-out is lethal in mice prior to gastrulation (Castillo and
Justice, 2007; Chauviere et al., 2008); in contrast, kif11 zebrafish

mutants progress through the early stages of gastrulation and
demonstrate distinct later phases of Kif11 dependence. We did
verify that maternal contributions of kif11 are present in wild type,
and, because kif11hi3112 is a recessive mutation, similar maternal
contributions of Kif11 may partially support early embryonic
development in kif11 mutants. However, earlier inhibition of
Kif11 by STLC treatment in kif11 siblings did not alter radial glial
number (Supplementary Fig. S1L), indicating that any maternally
expressed kif11 does not play a significant functional role in early
CNS development. Proteins redundant with Kif11 mitotic function,
such as the Kif15/Hklp2 motor protein in HeLa cells (Tanenbaum
et al., 2009) and the Ncd motor protein in Drosophila embryos,
have been documented previously (Sharp et al., 1999; Wilson et al.,
2004); however, whether compensation by another molecular
motor for Kif11 exists in zebrafish remains to be elucidated. Based
on these and our data we propose that cell division in the early
zebrafish embryo either operates in a kif11-independent manner
or uses redundant motor proteins that functionally compensate for
deficiencies in Kif11, whereas later cell divisions during neurogen-
esis are dependent on Kif11 function.

Loss of Kif11 has consequences to overall cell cycle regulation in the
neural tube

Mathematical modeling predicted that delays in mitotic exit
alone could not account for the number of accumulating mitotic
radial glial somas in kif11 mutants. Our initial mathematical Model
Variant 1 predicted that increases in the rate of cell death and
decreases in the rate of cell cycle entry both paired with near
mitotic arrest appropriately captured the number of M-phase
radial glia in kif11 mutants (Fig. 4). While we did experimentally
confirm the presence of increased apoptosis and decreased S-
phase cells in kif11 mutants (Fig. 5), Model Variant 1 failed to
capture S-phase and cell death data (Supplementary Fig. S2).
Mathematical Model Variant 2 was able to reproduce not only
the mitotic radial glial data but also partially fit the collected BrdU
and activated Caspase-3 data (Fig. 6). Model Variant 2 predicted
that a mitotic arrest characterized by a 226� (94 h) delay in
completing mitosis with two forms of cell death (1% cell death due
to mitotic arrest and 44% death due to worsening environmental
conditions) together were the primary influencing factors for the
number of M-phase radial glia during neurogenesis in kif11
mutants (Fig. 6B). A logical next step analysis would be to
mathematically model the multiple cell death modes but paired
with a slowing of cell cycle entry. We completed this analysis, and
while it improved slightly the data fitting to S(t), it worsened the
data fitting to M(t) and D(t) as compared with either Model
Variant 1 or 2 (data not shown). This lends greater support to
our conclusion that mitotic arrest paired with cell death present
across all the stages of the cell cycle governs the number of M-
phase radial glia in kif11 mutants.

Increased apoptosis is a logical predication of our model, as
mitotic arrest due to loss of Eg5 function has been shown to lead
to cell death (Kozielski et al., 2008; Marcus et al., 2005). We
hypothesize that as mitosis arrested cells undergo cell death a
progressively toxic environment will be generated over time,
which could reduce the survivability of cells at all stages of the
cell cycle. We propose that the reductions in the number of cells
positive for BrdU incorporation are represented by the loss of cells
due to death. Radial glial mitotic arrest and subsequent cell death
could reduce the number of proliferating daughter cells (radial
glial self-renewal or progenitor cell), which would show less BrdU
uptake over time. This speculation is supported by the similar
proportion and inverse relationship of cells undergoing death and
simultaneously failing to enter S-phase over time (Fig. 5E,F).
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As supported by our mathematical Model Variant 2, we favor
the interpretation that decreases in the number of cells in S-phase
in kif11 mutants is the result of less cells due to increased cell
death; however, we cannot rule out the possibility that cell cycle
entry is being directly altered by changes in cell signaling.
Examination of Notch signaling in the outer subventricular zone
of the mouse cortex provides some support for a mechanism of
daughter-derived mitogenic signaling. Continued proliferation of
outer radial glial (oRG) cells through activation of Notch depends
on Delta mediated signaling from their daughter cells called
intermediate progenitors (Kawaguchi et al., 2008a, 2008b;
Shitamukai et al., 2011; Yoon et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2007).
Notch signaling has been demonstrated in the zebrafish neural
tube to regulate neuronal and glial cell fate decisions, and asym-
metric expression of the Notch signaling regulator Numb is seen in
the developing neural progenitor during radial glial division in the
mouse cortex (Alexandre et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2008). Therefore it
is possible that changes in the number of radial glial derived
progenitor cells could alter important daughter-derived signals
that serve to maintain the rate of division in the parent stem cell
population in the zebrafish spinal cord.

Maintaining size and cell density in the neural tube

If increases in cell death and reductions in proliferation were
the only parameters involved, then there should be a reduction in
the total number of cells in the neural tube. Interestingly, we
showed that the total number of cells, the cross-sectional area of,
and resulting cell density within the neural tube were largely
unchanged in kif11 mutants over time as compared with wild type
embryos (Figs. 1E and S3). These conflicting results suggest that
some compensatory mechanism is actively maintaining neural
tube size and cell density. One possible contribution for compen-
sation is the potential for an M-phase cell to actually exit mitosis
and undergo cytokinesis. The number of cells in M-phase in kif11
mutants begins to plateau at 36 hpf and then drops after 48 hpf
(Fig. 2I). While constant cell death represents a major factor in
interpreting cell number in the neural tube of kif11 mutants, it is
possible that some small portion of neural stem cells delayed in M-
phase are still successfully completing mitosis and contribute to
neurogenesis. However, it is unlikely that a small contribution of
successful mitoses can completely account for the maintenance of
correct cell densities particularly over the entire time course.

An active mechanism of feedback regulation may exist to
maintain the overall size and proportion of cells that make up
the neural tube. Mitotic delays and cell death might logically
employ a strategy to increase proliferation in kif11 mutants,
perhaps through a similar mechanism of Notch mediated signaling
as described above. However, we documented a decrease in the
number of cells in S-phase (Fig. 5C,D). Alternatively, compensation
might be achieved in kif11 mutants by extending the period of
time in which the parental neuroepithelial cell type is maintained
for sustained self-renewing symmetrical divisions. We did math-
ematically model a specific increase in the proliferation of the
neuroepithelial population (Rin) to theoretically test whether
specific alterations to the population of early stem cells might
better fit the data; while increases to Rin did yield a much closer fit
to the magnitude of BrdU positive cell counts, it failed to fit the
raw data for mitotic radial glia and cell death (data not shown).
An additional, and not necessarily mutually exclusive, mechanism
of feedback regulation might involve alterations to cell movement
in response to biomechanical changes at the cellular and tissue
level. For instance, as cells die in kif11 mutants, it may change the
cell-to-cell forces inside the neural tube in a manner that could
reduce the migration of progenitor cells fated to leave the neural
tube, such as the dorsally migrating neural crest cells or ventrally

exiting perineurula glia (Kucenas et al., 2008; Kuo and Erickson,
2010; Raible et al., 1992). Quantification and live cell imaging of
such migratory cell types in and out of the neural tube would be
required to test this hypothesized model of altered cell movement
due to changes in the physical forces of the developing
neural tube.

The timing of Kif11 function during neurogenesis

Although we present evidence that kif11 is necessary for the
mitotic progression of radial glia throughout neurogenesis, it was
unclear whether the requirement of Kif11 function varies over this
period of development. Using STLC to pharmacologically inhibit
Kif11 during different periods of development, we discovered a
critical requirement for Kif11 in M-phase radial glial cells between
5 and 10 hpf and again between 15 and 20 hpf (Fig. 7). As defined
in previous studies, gfap expressing radial glia are not present prior
to 10 hpf in zebrafish (Bernardos and Raymond, 2006; Marcus and
Easter, 1995), yet inhibition of Kif11 from 5 to 30 hpf with STLC
does cause significantly more mitotic arrest in radial glial cells as
opposed to the 15–30 hpf treatment. These results suggest that at
least some aspect of neuroepithelial cell development requires
Kif11 for proper cell division. Therefore it is plausible that our time
course of Kif11 inhibition captured a pause in observable prolif-
eration that may occur during the natural transition from neuroe-
pithelial cell to radial glial cell development, as opposed to specific
temporal changes in Kif11 dependence. Thus, we interpret our
temporal analysis of Kif11 function to suggest that Kif11 is
consistently required over the course of neural development. To
support this idea, a closer examination of cell type specific
proliferation rates during the transition of neuroepithelial to radial
glial cell development would be required.

Loss of kif11 provides indirect analysis of the radial glial lineage

Because loss of kif11 results in arrested radial glial cells that
ultimately undergo apoptosis, we hypothesized that we could use
these mutants and STLC treated embryos as a system to indirectly
determine the neuronal and glial cell types that depend on radial
glia for their generation. Our math model predicts that radial glial
cell division is normally dominated by differentiation, such that
only �9% of daughter cells remain as proliferating radial glia while
the rest become committed progenitor cells (Table 1, 0.182 cells/2
possible outcomes). If a cell type is derived from radial glia, then it
should be reduced in number following Kif11 loss. We found that
three specific cell populations were reduced in number: secondary
motorneurons, commissural secondary ascending (CoSA) inter-
neurons, and oligodendrocyte lineage cells (Figs. 8–10). Therefore,
we propose that at least a portion of these three cell populations
originate from radial glial cells.

In zebrafish, the developing neural tube is composed of both
primary neurons and later developing secondary neurons that are
temporally regulated and have specific functions (Lewis and Eisen,
2003). Primary neurons are large, born early (9–10 hpf), and consist
of Rohon Beard sensory neurons, interneurons, and primary motor-
neurons, whereas secondary neurons are smaller, born later (13–
14 hpf), and are predominantly composed of interneurons and
secondary motorneurons (Beattie et al., 1997; Bernhardt et al.,
1990; Kimmel et al., 1994; Lewis and Eisen, 2003; Myers et al.,
1986). Labeling for Gfap has shown that radial glia are not specified
in the neural tube until 10–12 hpf (Bernardos and Raymond, 2006;
Marcus and Easter, 1995), suggesting that radial glia in the zebrafish
may not significantly contribute to primary neuron populations. Loss
of Kif11 supports this later cell fate dependence on radial glia, as early
born neuronal populations assayed at 30 hpf (Rohon Beard cells,
DoLA, VeLD and KA interneurons, and Tg(mnx:GFP)þ motorneurons)
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were unaffected, whereas the secondary neuronal cell types assayed
(CoSA, and Tg(gata2:GFP)þ secondary motorneurons) and later-born
glial populations (Tg(olig2:EGFP)þ dorsal migrating OPCs and oligo-
dendrocytes) were all significantly reduced (Figs. 8–10). Importantly,
the significant loss of CoSA interneurons nearly matches the total
number of GABAþ interneurons lost in kif11mutants or STLC treated
embryos, suggesting that CoSA interneurons are the only GABAþ
interneuron cell type that may be derived from radial glial precursors
at these stages. This interpretation is strengthened not only by the
consistent proportion of CoSA interneurons being lost over time, but
also by the consistent number of DoLA, VeLD and KA interneurons
completely unaffected over time (Figs. 8 and S4). Interestingly, while
VeLD and KA interneurons were present in correct numbers, we did
observe some axonal pathfinding errors by these neurons (Fig. 8B,F).
Increasing evidence is lending support to a distinct role for kif11/eg5
in axonal growth (Myers and Baas, 2007; Nader et al., 2008, 2012;
Barresi, 2010). However, whether the disruption in proper KA and
VeLD axonal anatomy is indirectly related to an unhealthy guidance
environment or due more specifically to a required role of Kif11 in
cytoskeletal dynamics during axonal growth remains to be
determined.

OPCs represent an important progenitor cell population for
both motorneurons and oligodendrocytes. While we show that
kif11 is co-expressed in a subset of OPCs present at the lumen, we
suggest they were originally derived from radial glia. In our assay,
nearly all Tg(olig2:EGFP) positive cells undergoing mitosis were
also simultaneously expressing Gfap (Fig. 10); therefore, we
hypothesize that the reduction in dorsal migrating OPCs was most
likely due to arrested radial glia that serve to generate OPCs
destined for oligodendroglia. These results further support pre-
vious studies that suggest a significant portion of oligodendroglial
cells have a radial glial origin (Kim et al., 2008; Kirby et al., 2006;
Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009; Park et al., 2004). Further-
more, STLC drug treatments initiated at 24 hpf and sustained until
72 hpf showed that Kif11-dependent progenitors dividing later in
development did not significantly contribute to dorsal migrating
OPCs (Fig. 10D,H,I,K). This suggests that the portion of the Tg(olig2:
EGFP) positive cells reduced following our earlier STLC treatment
assays originated from radial glial-derived OPCs prior to 24 hpf.
Based on the cell type markers we have examined, it is possible
that proper radial glial development is ultimately required for all
later born, secondary neuronal and glial lineages; a speculation
that can be tested as additional cell type specific makers become
available.

Interestingly, approximately 30–60% of proliferating cells in the
neural tube of both wild type and Kif11-deficient embryos did not
express Gfap (Fig. 2G). These non-Gfap-expressing proliferative
cells likely represent neuroepithelial or progenitor cells caught in
our quantitative analyses. The persistence of these mitotic, non-
Gfap-expressing cells following later stage inhibition of Kif11
suggests that potentially some progenitor or transient amplifying
cells still require kif11 for proper progression through mitosis.
More detailed marker and lineage analyses are needed to verify
and characterize the origin of these kif11 dependent, Gfap-
negative cells.

Our findings identify Kif11/Eg5 as essential for neural stem cells
to progress through mitosis during neural tube development in
zebrafish. Characterizing mitotic arrest of radial glial cells has
revealed critical consequences to cell survival, cell cycle rates, the
maintenance of cell density in the neural tube, and the develop-
ment of secondary neuronal and glial lineages. In addition, the
approach of this study demonstrates the predictive powers math-
ematical modeling can bare on our understanding of neural
development. Further refinement of this model with greater
quantitative data about the parameters influencing neural stem
cell development will serve to strengthen the accuracy of its

predictions and potentially broaden its applicability to other stem
cell niches. Lastly, our characterization of the neuronal and glial
cell types affected by the loss of Kif11 and subsequent mitotic
arrest of radial glia has contributed to our understanding of radial
glial derived lineages. It will be important to further this lineage
analysis with more direct approaches as well as directly testing the
requirement of radial glial cells to the development of certain cell
types. Such continued studies of the relatively simple zebrafish
neural tube can move the field closer to establishing a compre-
hensive model of vertebrate neurogenesis.
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